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Welcome 
 
This opening paragraph is for the good people who I have placed on my Mailing 
Lists. To avoid putting them in a state of shock and disbelief, I will make some 
explanatory statements.  
 
My DUTY is to convey the meditative insights but NEVER to persuade 
YOU to believe. 
 
It matters not to me whether you believe or accept whatever that have 
been shared. 
 
Whisper is the name of the Messenger who comes to me every morning 
between 3 am and 3.12 am to share and teach me. I therefore wake up without 
fail at 3 am every morning, to receive such blessings, insights and to be 
protected from Evil.  
 
I count the blessings for the privilege bestowed, even as I am so flawed and 
undeserving.  
 
Meditation is a discipline practiced for thousands of years. But, 99% of people 
given the blessings and privilege give up for want of discipline, dedication and 
more importantly the Faith to continue on the journey! 
 
A Cautionary Tale 
 
An evil woman was introduced to me years ago, to test me. She wore an evil 
symbol, hanging from her neck and resting in her cleavage. I said my prayers 
and mantra silently, and having listened to her politely, took leave with a 
message, “do not intrude or test me - don’t, as I have no wish to retaliate.” 
 
Late that night she came to me in her evil form. The protocol of our spiritual 
realm demands that I must issue three warnings – the three Rings of Defence, 
before we can retaliate. 
 
The First Ring of Defence is the spiritual mirror that reflects the evil hurled at 
me.    
 
The Second Ring of Defence is the veil of darkness, but we can still see with 
our Hearts, as evil thrive in darkness. We have been trained in combat to fight 
blindfolded and in total darkness.  
 
The Third Ring Of Defence is to invoke HIS blessing and receive the 
permission to retaliate. 



 
To cut the story short, the evil woman ignored all three warnings (the 
destruction was done with the index and middle finger of the right hand 
directing at Evil, and the combination of three fingers in a special formation of 
the left hand, pointing at the sky, and saying loudly, a special mantra).  
 
Evil retreated in a flash of disorientation!  
 
Those who know and have the experience will understand what I am 
indicating. 
 
The next morning, I was informed that the evil woman was admitted to a private 
hospital, stricken with horror and a pale shadow of her usual evil self! She did 
not penetrate even the First Ring of defence, because every assault, abuse, 
curses were REFLECTED 10,000 times and with a force beyond her 
comprehension.  
 
Don‟t believe me at all!  
 
If anyone resorts to Evil to test me, be prepared for the consequences.  
 
Need I say more?   
 
The Meditative Insight 
 
Whisper said, 
 
“Matthias, in the past you and your people have the bad habit of writing phone 
numbers, urgent reminders etc. on the palm of either hand, for want of a piece 
of paper or a note book. You forgot that, it is with palms clasped and with 
humility that you prayed and sought HIS interventions and blessings for a host 
of challenges to be resolved and or removed.” 
 
“Why with clasped palms?   Meditate and be reminded”. 
 
“Matthias, you have also been trained in the Ancient Discipline from China, 
that there is an “opening”, a point in the palm of your hands from which 
sacred energy is transmitted for Healing and or to injure” / defeat  any evil 
manifestations, when permitted to retaliate.” 
 
“It is also a “Point of Purity” for we heal with purity, kindness and HIS 
blessings with the palms. There is NO magic.” 
 
“It is only now, after thousands of years of ignorance and arrogance, your 
scientists have concluded that our body is energy – energy waves sustaining 
your wasteful lives! The astronomers and physicists are now even conceding 
that everything they thought they knew were wrong and that scientific 
knowledge must be rewritten. They did not listen to ancient wisdom, to 
see with their hearts not their eyes and now with modern telescopes, they 
„SEE‟ and „DISCOVERED‟ the “unknown”. 



 
“Such is the arrogance and ungratefulness of mankind. Leading scientists are 
now saying „there must be a God‟. There is no need for debates. As cautioned 
by us to you so many times, YOU are to convey NOT TO persuade or 
convince.”  
 
“But, still there are amongst your people, many who do not believe and 
continue to be arrogant and defiant. Do not look back, walk away and 
move on as there are other challenges in your journey to seek HIS Truths. 
Count your blessings, as you are still flawed and blind to many things that 
in time will be revealed, but not now.” 
 
“Those blessings must be bestowed at the time of HIS choosing. Be 
patient.”  
 
Whisper departed and I felt the weight lifted from my shoulders. I must continue 
though exhausted, tired and bone weary.  
 
I implored, “Whisper, please intercede and give me strength and faith.” 
 
Calmness pervaded my office and I was no more an addled fugitive!          
 
 
 
 
     
 


